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terminal window into multiple window panes and rearrange them on 

tmux to be better than screen depending on your situation.
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Upload.cgi Code

an almost complete rewrite.
—Mischa Salle

Charles Fisher replies: I agree that Kessels’ upload.c is of questionable 
quality due to its age and (lack of) security. It was, however, the only 
publicly available C code for complete handling of RFC-1867 as of 2015. 
I have since written the following prototype to replace it, coded for 
compactness over clarity, intended as a starting point for discussion—not 
as a fully featured server. It uses modern libraries (including BSD strlcat/cpy, 
which are safer for C string handling). Note that Conte’s sha256 functions 
do not appear to work properly on big-endian architectures. This code is 
(hopefully) some improvement over the predecessor:

#include  <stdio.h>        /*xmit.c  *prototype*  RFC-1867  file  transfer  with:*/  

#include  <string.h>      /*  http://libccgi.sourceforge.net  -  cgi  by  Losen  */  

#include  <stdlib.h>      /*  http://bradconte.com/sha256_c    -  sha  by  Conte  */  

#include  <unistd.h>      /*  Copyright  2015  Charles  Fisher.  Distributed        */  

#include  <sys/types.h>/*  under  the  terms  of  the  GNU  Lesser  General          */  

[ LETTERS ]LETTERS
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#include  <sys/stat.h>  /*  Public  License  (LGPL  2.1)                                          */  

#include  "ccgi.h"  

  

/*  Compile  with:  gcc  -static  -Wall  -I.  -O2  -o  xmit.cgi  xmit.c  ccgi.c  \  

                                      strlcpy.c  strlcat.c  sha256.c  

##BEWARE:  

http://www.slideshare.net/phdays/chw00t-breaking-unices-chroot-solutions  

*/  

  

#define  UPL_PATH  "/upload/"  /*  Trailing  slash  or  filename  prefix.            */  

#define  TMP_PATH  "/upload/cgi-upload"  /*  Must  point  to  same  filesystem.*/  

#define  uchar  unsigned  char  /*  8-bit  byte                                                            */  

#define  uint  unsigned  int  /*  32-bit  word                                                              */  

  

typedef  struct  {  uchar  data[64];;    uint  datalen;;    uint  bitlen[2];;  

  uint  state[8];;  }  SHA256_CTX;;  

  

void  sha256_init(SHA256_CTX  *);;  

void  sha256_update(SHA256_CTX  *,  uchar  *,  uint  len);;  

void  sha256_final(SHA256_CTX  *,  uchar  *hash);;  

size_t  strlcat(char  *,  const  char  *,  size_t);;  

size_t  strlcpy(char  *,  const  char  *,  size_t);;  

  

int  main(int  argc,  char  **argv)  

{CGI_varlist  *vl;;    const  char  *name;;    int  mask_len  =  strlen(TMP_PATH);;  

  char  prefix[BUFSIZ]  =  UPL_PATH,  dst[BUFSIZ],  *p  =  getenv("SCRIPT_NAME");;  

  

  /*  Removing  write  and  execute  should  constrain  uploads  to  400.                */  

  umask(umask((mode_t)0)|S_IWUSR|S_IWGRP|S_IWOTH|S_IXUSR|S_IXGRP|S_IXOTH);;  

  

  printf("Content-type:  text/plain\r\n\r\n");;  

  

  if(p  !=  NULL)  /*  Use  the  SCRIPT_NAME  as  a  filename  local  prefix.            */  

  {char  genbuf[BUFSIZ];;  

  

    if(strlcpy(dst,  p,  BUFSIZ)  >=  BUFSIZ)  return  1;;  

11  |  March 2016  |  LinuxJournal.com
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    if((p  =  strrchr(dst,  '/'))  !=  NULL)  p++;;  else  p  =  dst;;  

    if(strlcpy(genbuf,  p,  BUFSIZ)  >=  BUFSIZ)  return  1;;  

    if((p  =  strchr(genbuf,  '.'))  !=  NULL)  *p  =  '\0';;  

    if(strlcat(prefix,  genbuf,  BUFSIZ)  >=  BUFSIZ  ||  

      strlcat(prefix,  "-",  BUFSIZ)  >=  BUFSIZ)  return  1;;  

  }  else  if(strlcat(prefix,  "IN-",  BUFSIZ)  >=  BUFSIZ)  return  1;;  

  

  if((vl  =  CGI_get_all(TMP_PATH  "-XXXXXX"))  ==  0)  

  {  printf("CGI_get_all()  failed\r\n");;  return  1;;  }  

  

  sync();;  /*  Rather:  sync  &&  echo  3  >  /proc/sys/vm/drop_caches                    */  

  

  for(name  =  CGI_first_name(vl);;  name  !=  0;;  name  =  CGI_next_name(vl))  

  {FILE  *fp;;    CGI_value  *val;;    struct  stat  junk_buf;;    int  i,  j;;  

  

    if(!(val  =  CGI_lookup_all(vl,  0)))  continue;;  

    for(i  =  0;;  val[i];;  i++)  

    {  /*  Does  filename  match  TMP_PATH,  and  does  it  exist?                                */  

      if(!strncmp(val[i],  TMP_PATH,  mask_len)  &&  !stat(val[i],  &junk_buf))  

      {  /*  Abort  if  sent  an  empty|malicious|oversized  filename.                      */  

        j  =  i++;;  

        if(!strlen(val[i])  ||  strchr(val[i],  '/')  ||  strchr(val[i],  '\\')  ||  

          strlcpy(dst,  prefix,  BUFSIZ)  >=  BUFSIZ  ||  

          strlcat(dst,  val[i],  BUFSIZ)  >=  BUFSIZ)  {printf("error");;return  1;;}  

  

        if(link(val[j],  dst))  

        {  /*  On  link  failure,  try  our  best  to  keep  this  data.                            */  

            if(strlcat(dst,  val[j]  +  mask_len,  BUFSIZ)  >=  BUFSIZ  ||  

              link(val[j],  dst))  /*  mkstemp  suffix  appended  to  filename.            */  

            {  printf("name_error\t%s\r\n",  val[i]);;  continue;;  }  

        }  

  

        if(unlink(val[j]))  {  printf("tmp_error\t%s\r\n",  val[i]);;  }  

  

        if((fp  =  fopen(dst,  "r")))  

        {SHA256_CTX  ctx;;    uchar  buf[BUFSIZ];;  

12  |  March 2016  |  LinuxJournal.com
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          sha256_init(&ctx);;  

          while((j  =  fread(buf,  1,  BUFSIZ,  fp)))  sha256_update(&ctx,  buf,  j);;  

          sha256_final(&ctx,  buf);;  fclose(fp);;  

          for(j  =  0;;  j  <  32;;  j++)  printf("%02x",  buf[j]);;  

          printf("\t%s\r\n",  val[i]);;  

  }}}}  

  CGI_free_varlist(vl);;  return  0;;  

}

Dave Taylor and Scripts

tasking. Start a script that starts many programs and monitors the PID, 

—Larry Dalton

Dave Taylor replies: That’s a cool idea, Larry, and thanks so much for 
writing in! I don’t have a column due to the boss for a few weeks yet, so 
let me keep this on the proverbial drawing board and see if I can work it 
into my next column.

And, you’ve been in IT for 47 years. Did you start with punch cards or 
paper tape? I remember visiting my Dad’s workplace back in the early ‘70s 
and they had paper tape as a storage medium. I was quite impressed. 
Now I have more storage on my watch.

Security?

13  |  March 2016  |  LinuxJournal.com
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It is much better, in my opinion, to use 

5900 through the router.
—Ian

Shawn Powers replies: Your security and privacy 
concerns are valid, and perhaps I should have 
pointed them out. Unfortunately, most folks needing 
the sort of help I can offer over Team Viewer don’t 
know what a port is, much less how to forward 
TCP port 5900 through their router to whatever 
private IP their computer might have. In the case of 
my daughter at college, she doesn’t even have that 
option. (She uses the university’s Wi-Fi.) It would 
be possible to set up SSH keys and an automatic 
outgoing SSH tunnel to a server I own with a public 
IP address, and then reverse-tunnel port 5900 
through that. But, for simple help with formatting 
a college paper or installing a printer, it’s not worth 
the effort to guarantee privacy—at least not for 
me. You are correct, however, that it would have 
been good to include that information in my article. 
Thanks for pointing out the potential privacy issue.
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is no better than word, not available very early in bootstrap, allocated 
memory is physically contiguous, so large allocations are best avoided.

 
 

 

that point large physically contiguous allocations are still OK.
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simply not true.

value was, or where in the code the problem occurred.
Alexander Shishkin recently tried to implement a solution to this. 

and in userland that depends upon the current behavior. Any solution, 

received syscall return values.

return values back to the calling routines. By designing an entirely  

be able to process while still returning the originally intended error 
code to the calling routine.

Jonathan Corbet, however, had strong doubts about this approach. For 

And, Johannes Berg

expected the new debugging data to be available.
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any solution will be able to answer all objections, 
but maybe something will be able to answer 

Y2038

Since Linux basically runs the known universe 
these days, the bug has to be dealt with, probably 

Deepa Dinamani posted some patches to do 

Additionally, there were corporate interests to 

Arnd 
Bergmann, Dave Chinner and Deepa had 
a long technical conversation about the ins 

smaller chunks to solve as they possibly could in 
the hopes that the main chunk might get easier 
and more manageable.—Zack Brown

THEY  
SAID IT
Sometimes we 
do a thing in 
order to find out 
the reason for 
it. Sometimes 
our actions are 
questions not 
answers.
—John Le Carré

The greatest 
justice in life 
is that your 
vision and 
looks tend to go 
simultaneously.
—Kevin Bacon

There are some 
things you learn 
best in calm, and 
some in storm.
—Willa Cather

The only true 
happiness 
comes from 
squandering 
ourselves for  
a purpose.
—William Cowper

If your ship 
doesn’t come in, 
swim out to it!
—Jonathan Winters
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UPFRONT

Your Youth,  
in a Browser!
downloading video game ROMs in order to emulate them on your 

Linux Journal was a description on 

 

check out http://www.nintendoemulator.com

Super Mario Brothers  
on my laptop using 

and wasted a great deal  

As with downloading and 
emulating ROMs locally, you 

legal and moral issues. I 
actually own so many old 

moral problem playing with 

line emulators, either search 

or visit the site mentioned 

—Shawn Powers
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UPFRONT

Android Candy:  
Digital Funnies

http://www.gocomics.com

—Shawn Powers
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UPFRONT

Non-Linux FOSS:  
CreateUserPkg

possible to distribute user accounts as installable packages that are as 

Managing user accounts is something all sysadmins have to 

convenient, but it does add security concerns since the password 

Check out the program or its source code at http://magervalp.github.io/
.

—Shawn Powers
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CLOUD & DATA CENTERS Show & Conference
April 4, 2016 (Monday)
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Madison Ave and 45th St, next to Grand Central Station

2015 Sponsors

™

Show & Conference:  
Flagg Management Inc
353 Lexington Avenue, New York 10016
(212) 286 0333   fax: (212) 286 0086    
flaggmgmt@msn.com

www.flaggmgmt.com/linux

2016 Capital Markets are coming to the 
2016 HPC for Wall Street.
All-Star Conference program for 2016.
Plan to attend the largest meeting of HPC, Cloud, Big Data, Data Cen-
ters, Virtualization, Low Latency for the Capital Markets.

See the program from 2015.

The 2016 program will have the same all-star lineup of speakers.

Location. Location. Location. The Roosevelt is next to Grand Central Sta-
tion and within walking distance of JPMorgan Chase, Deutsche Bank,
Morgan Stanley, NASDAQ – all in midtown.

Register online today: www.flaggmgmt.com/linux

The all-star lineup of speakers from HPC 2015

Plan to attend.

Low-Cost 

Conference Program

and Free Show.
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UPFRONT

Symbolic Math  
on Android

search on the store and clicking install.

included with the application. It takes you to the Language and Input 

Figure 1. The main screen is a worksheet where you can start working right away.
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main worksheet, a help screen, a plotter screen and a session pane. At 

–x with the command:

diff(x^3-x)

can tap on the result line to get it copied and pasted into the entry 

Figure 2. The commands and results are displayed in pretty print on the main panel.
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UPFRONT

calculation that you need to do, leaving you with just having to do 

Figure 3. Help information is available for the commands within Xcas Pad.
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mathematical programs that are used in that the commands are run 

have been doing between the two runs. For example, you may have 

commands. Scroll ing down to the command plot and tapping it wil l 
 

plot(x-1/6*x^3,x)

there is not as much customizabil ity available as there is with the 

Figure 4. Executing a plot command pops open the plotter tab.
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UPFRONT

 

 

 
you need to tap the option button in the top right corner to get a 

 

 
 

 
 

on your desktop.

Figure 5. The save session window allows you to enter a filename on your Android device.
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be a blocking problem.

 

service, such as Dropbox or Google Drive, you simply can pick up your 

—Joey Bernard

2015 Linux Journal Archive
NOW AVAILABLE

as a DVD or Digital Download
www.linuxjournal.com/archive

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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Tune Up Your  
Databases!
database department. Ironically, I know very, very 

apt-get  install,  

EDITORS’
CHOICE
!

™

EDITORS’ CHOICE

NEXT  
Reuven M. Lerner’s  
At the Forge

PREVIOUS  
UpFront
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. Be sure to read 

—Shawn Powers

EDITORS' CHOICE

LINUX JOURNAL
on your Android device

www.linuxjournal.com/android

For more information about advertising opportunities within Linux Journal iPhone, iPad and 
Android apps, contact John Grogan at +1-713-344-1956 x2 or ads@linuxjournal.com.

Download the app 
now from the 

Google Play Store.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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REUVEN M. 
LERNER

Reuven M. Lerner  
trains companies 
around the world in 
Python, PostgreSQL, 
Git and Ruby. His  
ebook, “Practice Makes 
Python”, contains 50  
of his favorite exercises 
to sharpen your  
Python skills. Reuven 
blogs regularly at  
http://blog.lerner.co.il 
and tweets as  
@reuvenmlerner. 
Reuven has a PhD in 
Learning Sciences  
from Northwestern  
University, and he  
lives in Modi’in, Israel, 
with his wife and  
three children.

AT THE FORGE

Analyzing 
Data
Want to analyze Apache logfiles using the  
latest data science techniques? Start off by 
importing and cleaning them.

MY FIRST WEB-RELATED JOB WAS IN 1995,  
 

 

happens in all growing companies and organizations, 
 

Although I recognized that this work was important, 

his job was more important to the business than the 

NEXT  
Dave Taylor’s  
Work the Shell

PREVIOUS  
Editors’ Choice
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AT THE FORGE

using our system, what they were viewing and using, where they came 

points provided by the logs. Sure, we were providing the content and 
the applications that brought people to the site, but it was the person 

important than ever.

do. In upcoming articles, I plan to cover how you can use data science 

Data Science and Python

wants and needs.
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interesting correlation. Regardless, data science expects you to know 

that is, whether they merely could have been random.

researchers, is an increasingly popular choice among people working in 

during my classes, but I then can send the document to my students, who 
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Importing Data

122.179.187.119  -  -  [22/Jan/2016:11:57:26  +0200]  "GET  

   /wp-content/uploads/2014/10/3D_book.jpg  HTTP/1.1"  200  302222  

   "http://blog.lerner.co.il/turning-postgresql-rows-arrays-array/"  

   "Mozilla/5.0  (Windows  NT  6.1)  AppleWebKit/537.36  (KHTML,  like    

   Gecko)  Chrome/47.0.2493.0  Safari/537.36"  

122.179.187.119  -  -  [22/Jan/2016:11:57:27  +0200]  "POST  

   /wp-admin/admin-ajax.php  HTTP/1.1"  200  571  

   "http://blog.lerner.co.il/turning-postgresql-rows-arrays-array/"  

   "Mozilla/5.0  (Windows  NT  6.1)  AppleWebKit/537.36  (KHTML,  like    

   Gecko)  Chrome/47.0.2493.0  Safari/537.36"  

54.193.228.6  -  -  [22/Jan/2016:11:57:29  +0200]  "GET    

   /category/python/feed/  HTTP/1.1"  200  25856  "-"  "Digg  Feed    

   Fetcher  1.0  (Mozilla/5.0  (Macintosh;;  Intel  Mac  OS  X  10_7_1)    

   AppleWebKit/534.48.3  (KHTML,  like  Gecko)  Version/5.1  

   Safari/534.48.3)"
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GET or POST

infile  =  'short-access-log'  

for  line  in  open(infile):  

        print(line)
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csv module that 

string using the str.split

 

existing library that already has implemented the regexp and logic. I 

line

from  clfparser  import  CLFParser  

infilename  =  'short-access-log'  

for  line  in  open(infilename):  

        print  CLFParser.logDict(line)

In this way, I have turned each line of my 
logfile into a Python dictionary, with each 
key-value pair in the dictionary referencing a 
different field from my logfile’s row.
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import  csv  

from  clfparser  import  CLFParser  

  

infilename  =  'short-access-log'  

outfilename  =  'access.csv'  

  

with  open(outfilename,  'w')  as  outfile,  open(infilename)  as  infile:  

        fieldnames  =  ['Referer',  'Useragent',  'b',  'h',  'l',  'r',  's',    

           't',  'time',  'timezone',  'u']  

        writer  =  csv.DictWriter(outfile,  fieldnames=fieldnames,  

           delimiter='\t')  

        writer.writeheader()  

  

        for  line  in  infile:  

                writer.writerow(CLFParser.logDict(line))

 First, I import both the csv
clfparser

 
 

code later.
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 I then use the with

with

 

without any issues.

Cleaning the Data

give you bogus results.
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added, something automatic would be better.

this module and then use the is_robot Useragent

is_robot

import  csv  

from  clfparser  import  CLFParser  

from  collections  import  Counter  

import  robot_detection  

  

infilename  =  'medium-access-log.txt'  

outfilename  =  'access.csv'  

robot_count  =  Counter()  

  

with  open(outfilename,  'w')  as  outfile,  open(infilename)  as  infile:  

        fieldnames  =  ['Referer',  'Useragent',  'b',  'h',  'l',  'r',  's',    

           't',  'time',  'timezone',  'u']  

        writer  =  csv.DictWriter(outfile,  fieldnames=fieldnames,    

           delimiter='\t')  

        writer.writeheader()  

  

        for  line  in  infile:  

                d  =  CLFParser.logDict(line)  

                if  robot_detection.is_robot(d['Useragent']):  

                        robot_count[d['Useragent']]  +=  1  

                else:  

                        writer.writerow(d)

robot_detection

Counter
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Conclusion

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.

RESOURCES

Data science is a hot topic, and many people have been writing good books on the 
subject. I’ve most recently been reading and enjoying an early release of the Python 
Data Science Handbook by Jake VanderPlas, which contains great information on data 
science as well as its use from within Python. Cathy O’Neil and Rachel Schutt’s slightly 
older book Doing Data Science is also excellent, approaching problems from a different 
angle. Both are published by O’Reilly, and both are great reads.

To learn more about the Python tools used in data science, check out the sites for 
NumPy (http://numpy.org), SciPy (http://SciPy.org), Pandas (http://pandas.pydata.org) 
and IPython (http://IPython.org). There is a great deal to learn, so be prepared for a 
deep dive and lots of reading.

Python itself is available from http://python.org, and the PyPI package index, from which 
you can download all of the packages mentioned here, is at http://PyPI.python.org.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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DAVE TAYLOR

Dave Taylor has been 
hacking shell scripts 
since the dawn of the 
computer era. Well,  
not really, but still, 30 
years is a long time! 
He’s the author of the 
popular Wicked Cool 
Shell Scripts and Teach  
Yourself Unix in 24 Hours 
(new edition just 
released!). He can be 
found on Twitter as  
@DaveTaylor and more 
generally at his tech site:  
www.AskDaveTaylor.com.

WORK THE SHELL

Fancy Tricks 
for Changing 
Numeric Base
bconvert—ways to convert numeric bases from 
the command line. 

IN MY LAST ARTICLE, I did what business writers 
getopts

abstruse: converting numeric bases within shell scripts. 

NEXT  
Kyle Rankin’s  
Hack and /

PREVIOUS  
Reuven M. Lerner’s  
At the Forge
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to disassemble every value given and apply the translation shown, then 

another routine that converts the common base to the desired output base.

look at the bc
and output numeric bases. bc, the binary calculator, is a bit tricky to 

in my book Wicked Cool Shell Scripts, the most common way to work 
with the crude but interactive bc program is to use echo to send it the 
commands needed, as demonstrated here:

$  echo  '333  *  0.35'  |  bc  

116.55

expr and $((  ))

and output numeric bases.

$  echo  'ibase=16;;  33'  |  bc  

51

Hexadecimal presents a different challenge 
because a base-16 numbering system doesn’t fit 
neatly into our Arabic numerals 0, 1, 2, ... 9.
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$  echo  'ibase=16;;  FEF33D9'  |  bc  

267334617

ibase obase. 

$  echo  'ibase=16;;  obase=8;;  FEF33D9'  |  bc  

1773631731

$  echo  'ibase=16;;  obase=2;;  FEF33D9'  |  bc  

1111111011110011001111011001

Interstellar

ibase=10;;  obase=10     #  set  up  defaults  

usage()  {  

    echo  "Usage:  $(basename  $0)  -i  base  -o  base  value"  1>&2  

    echo  "    where  base  can  be  2,  8,  10  or  16."  1>&2  

    exit  1  

}  

while  getopts  "i:o:"  value  ;;  do  

    case  "$value"  in  

        i)  ibase=$OPTARG  

              ((  ibase  ==  2  ||  ibase  ==  8  ||  ibase  ==  10  ||    

                    ibase  ==  16  ))  ||  usage  

              ;;;;  

        o)  obase=$OPTARG  
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              ((  obase  ==  2  ||  obase  ==  8  ||  obase  ==  10  ||    

                    obase  ==  16  ))  ||  usage  

              ;;;;  

        *)  usage  ;;;;  

    esac  

done  

shift  $((  OPTIND  -  1  ))  

  

echo  Converting  $1  from  base-$ibase  to  base-$obase\:  

echo  "obase=$obase;;  ibase=$ibase;;  $1"  |  bc  

exit  0

Almost the entire program is involved with parsing and checking input 

some shortcuts I include in the script too, notably the test structure:

((  condition  ||  condition  ))  ||  usage

OPTARG to get the argument value and OPTIND with the 
shift $1 will be the value 
to convert.

$  bconvert.sh  -i  16  33  

Converting  33  from  base-16  to  base-10:  

51  

$  bconvert.sh  -i  16  -o  2    33  

Converting  33  from  base-16  to  base-2:  

110011  

$  bconvert.sh  -i  2  -o  16  110011  

Converting  110011  from  base-2  to  base-16:  

33
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A common numeric notation in the Linux world is to recognize that 

bc—by 
utilizing the printf

printf() and scanf()

$  printf  ">  %d  <\n"  42  

>  42  <

with %d

$  printf  "octal:  %o\nhex:  %x\n"  42  42    

octal:  52  

hex:  2a

too:

$  printf  "%o\n"  0500  

500
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$((  )) 

$  echo  $((16#33))  

51

$  echo  $((  0xFF  ))  

255

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.

The bconvert.sh script is available for download at http://www.linuxjournal.com/files/
linuxjournal.com/code/bconvert.
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GRUB Boot 
from ISO
A few tweaks to GRUB2 make booting from an 
ISO relatively easy.

I RECENTLY WORKED ON A PROJECT to add an  

instructions in some cases because they were writing 

KYLE RANKIN

Kyle Rankin is a Sr. 

Systems Administrator 

in the San Francisco  

Bay Area and the author 

of a number of books, 

including The Official 

Ubuntu Server Book, 

Knoppix Hacks and 

Ubuntu Hacks. He is 

currently the president 

of the North Bay Linux 

Users’ Group.
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Dave Taylor’s  
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Create the Partition

install with a preseed script, but basically I just created a partition that was 

using dd

Build the GRUB Config

update-grub  

set  root='hd0,msdos2'  

set  isofile="/install_dvd1.iso"  

menuentry  "Install  OS"  {  

  loopback  loop  (hd0,msdos2)$isofile  

  linux  (loop)/install.amd/vmlinuz  vga=788  auto=true    

     file=/media/preseed.cfg  --  quiet  

  initrd  (loop)/install.amd/initrd.gz  

}  

menuentry  "Install  OS  (Expert)"  {  

  loopback  loop  (hd0,msdos2)$isofile  

  linux  (loop)/install.amd/vmlinuz  vga=788  --  quiet  

  initrd  (loop)/install.amd/initrd.gz  

}
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set  root='hd0,msdos2'  

set  isofile="/install_dvd1.iso"

menuentry  {} 

partially automated Debian install, while the other just boots the Debian 

choose every install option by hand.

loopback  loop  (hd0,msdos2)$isofile

(loop)

linux  (loop)/install.amd/vmlinuz  vga=788  auto=true    

   file=/media/preseed.cfg  --  quiet  

initrd  (loop)/install.amd/initrd.gz

(loop)

time I tried to boot the most recent Debian installer this way, I ran into a 
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initrd that worked at http://mirrors.kernel.org/debian/dists/stretch/main/
.

set  root='hd0,msdos2'  

set  isofile="/install_dvd1.iso"  

menuentry  "Install  OS"  {  

  loopback  loop  (hd0,msdos2)$isofile  

  linux  (loop)/install.amd/vmlinuz  vga=788  auto=true    

     file=/media/preseed.cfg  --  quiet  

  initrd  /initrd.gz  

}  

menuentry  "Install  OS  (Expert)"  {  

  loopback  loop  (hd0,msdos2)$isofile  

  linux  (loop)/install.amd/vmlinuz  vga=788  --  quiet  

  initrd  /initrd.gz  

}

installer, just make sure that once the kernel boots up, it has the ability to 

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.
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THE OPEN-SOURCE CLASSROOM

Back It Up, 
Buster!
Remote backups aren’t even remotely optional. 
Do it!

IT STILL SHOCKS ME

answer is no. Sometimes the computers even contain 
vital business data, and the closest thing to a backup is 

active copy. As someone who had a house burn down, 

Things That Aren’t Backups

SHAWN 
POWERS
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for LinuxJournal.com,  
and he has an  
interesting collection  
of vintage Garfield  
coffee mugs. Don’t  
let his silly hairdo  
fool you, he’s a  
pretty ordinary guy  
and can be reached  
via e-mail at  
shawn@linuxjournal.com.  
Or, swing by the  
#linuxjournal IRC  
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more likely to lose data than by storing it on a 

I personally learned the hard way that RAID is not the same as a 

Figure 1. RAID 5 
is awesome, but 
trust me, it’s not 
foolproof.
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backup comes into play.

Live Mirrors

at http://getsync.com

machines, so the only l imit on space is how much storage you have 
on your devices.
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Backup Programs

written about them both in the past, but I want to highlight them 

rotation. For example, BackupPC will store a complete snapshot backup 

Figure 2. BitTorrent Sync’s free version offers unlimited data syncing.
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Data Junkies, There’s Hope!

Figure 3. CrashPlan is a commercial product, but it offers incredible free functionality.
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is expensive, and that much cloud storage is even more expensive. I have 

to store it is costly. I think the best solution would be to colocate a NAS 

 
http://amazon.com/clouddrive/unlimited

Figure 4. My Synology 1815+ has eight drive bays populated with 6TB drives. The 
software is amazing, and it includes cloud syncing to Amazon Cloud Drive.
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The Important Part

data in two places is so important in the increasingly digital world we 

in the subject l ine.

LINUX JOURNAL
now available  
for iPad and  
iPhone at the  
App Store.

www.linuxjournal.com/ios

For more information about advertising opportunities within Linux Journal iPhone, iPad and 
Android apps, contact John Grogan at +1-713-344-1956 x2 or ads@linuxjournal.com.
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The PostgreSQL Global 
Development Group’s PostgreSQL

With Gartner predicting that 70% of new applications soon will 
be deployed on an open-source relational database, purveyors of 
proprietary DBMSes surely long for the golden lock-in age of yore. 
Said trend is in no small part due to the surging PostgreSQL, which 
recently stepped up to a new version 9.5. Highlights of this release, 
reported the PostgreSQL Global Development Group, include the 
addition of UPSERT capability, Row Level Security and multiple Big 
Data features, all of which the Group hopes will broaden the user 
base for the database. The Group added that version 9.5 marks 
a turning point for use of Postgres with data-driven applications 
of engagement and high-speed, high-volume mobile, Web and 
digital apps. Other specific features are performance boosters for 
today’s more powerful “big iron” servers, analytics and productivity 
enhancements to speed complex query capabilities on extreme data 
volumes, and a foundation for horizontal scalability across multiple 
servers for importing entire tables from external databases.
http://postgresql.org
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Bruce Douglass’ 
Agile Systems 
Engineering 
(Morgan Kaufmann)
System engineers in aerospace, 
defense, automotive, transportation 
and rail, not to mention embedded 
software developers across 
disciplines, will be drawn to the 
ideas in Dr Bruce Douglass’ new 
book Agile Systems Engineering. In 

the book, world-renowned author and speaker Douglass presents 
a vision of systems engineering in which precise specification of 
requirements, structure and behavior fuse with larger concerns, 
such as safety, security, reliability and performance in an agile 
engineering context. Douglass incorporates agile methods and 
model-based systems engineering (MBSE) to define the properties 
of entire systems while avoiding errors that can occur when 
using traditional textual specifications. The lifecycle of systems 
development is covered, including requirements, analysis, design 
and the handoff to specific engineering disciplines. The goal is to 
arm systems engineers with the conceptual and methodological 
tools they need to avoid specification defects and improve system 
quality while simultaneously reducing the effort and cost of 
systems engineering.
http://store.elsevier.com
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SUSE Linux Enterprise
In order to bridge the traditional enterprise Linux business with the 
emerging workloads of the cloud era, the new SUSE Linux Enterprise 
Service Pack 1 (SP1) adopts a modular approach. This means that 
parts of the OS run a faster lifecycle than the base OS, yet receive 
full support. It also means accelerated innovation through support 
for all recent hardware from IBM and Intel, including Intel Xeon and 
IBM z13, with SUSE claiming exclusive Linux-distribution support 
for the latter. In addition, SP1 provides new modules to apply 
updates for Linux container features or security requirements 
without having to update and recertify the base operating system. 
Meanwhile, Package Hub enables the latest technologies developed 
by the Open Source community to be compiled by SUSE for use with 
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server. Rounding out the SP1 innovations 
are new capabilities for maintaining application uptime, an 
improvement in the efficiency of data-center development and 
operations and Docker support, among others.
http://suse.com
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Craig Smith’s 
The Car Hacker’s 
Handbook (No 
Starch Press)
Not long ago, a group of 
benevolent hackers, from a 
couch ten miles away, no less, 
took full control of a friend’s 
Jeep and ran it into a ditch. 
We should all take pause as 
automakers rush to transform 
cars into smartphones on wheels 

and a Wild West frontier emerges in automotive security. Security-
minded people seeking to explore this frontier now have a cowboy-
in-chief, Craig Smith, a security expert who has advised automakers 
and written a new book called The Car Hacker’s Handbook. The 
book is a guide that shows how to identify network security risks, 
exploit software vulnerabilities and gain a deeper understanding of 
the software running in our vehicles. Along the way, Smith teachers 
readers how navigation systems can be hacked to take control of 
vehicles, how systems are interconnected, and even how to bypass 
dealership restrictions to diagnose and troubleshoot problems. 
Not only is this book a technical manual for hackers, but it’s also a 
wake-up call for legislators and car manufacturers.
http://nostarch.com
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The Linux Foundation’s 
Automotive Grade Linux
You couldn’t ask for a better segue than this, from Smith’s book 
about the pitfalls of automotive security to our community’s 
solution to them—that is, The Linux Foundation’s Automotive 
Grade Linux (AGL) new Unified Code Base (UCB) distribution. AGL 
is a Linux Foundation Workgroup dedicated to creating open-
source software solutions for automotive applications. AGL’s UCB 
distribution is a collaborative open-source project developing 
a common, Linux-based software stack for the connected car. 
Leveraging the best software components from AGL and other 
existing open-source projects, such as Tizen and GENIVI Alliance, 
UCB enables development of in-vehicle-infotainment systems 
while allowing different profiles to be created from the same 
code base to address all applications in the car, such as instrument 
cluster, heads-up display, telematics and connected car. UCB is 
based on the Yocto Project and offers a complete embedded-
Linux development environment with tools, metadata and 
documentation. AGL’s members make up a “who’s who” of the 
automotive, IT and electronics industries, including Toyota, Ford, 
Intel, Sony, Linaro, Wind River and scores of others.
http://automotivelinux.org
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Samsung’s SmartThings
If you pick up a Samsung Smart TV this year, you’ll be certain to 
find “Linux Inside” in many ways. Samsung continues to build on 
its Tizen-powered Smart TV UI, which this year it will enhance 
with integrated SmartThings IoT hub technology, enabling the 
TV as the control center for a smart home. Samsung’s SUHD 
TVs for 2016 will enable users to connect with, control and 
monitor hundreds of other compatible devices including lights, 
locks, thermostats, cameras, speakers, appliances, sensors and 
the like. This world of devices is enabled via the SmartThings 
Extend USB adapter, which plugs directly in to the TV, enabling 
the monitoring and controlling of ZigBee and Z-Wave devices. 
The SmartThings SUHD application will allow users to trigger 
SmartThings Routines, receive notifications and observe what’s 
happening in and around the home with compatible cameras and 
control connected devices. This integration of the SmartThings 
functionality eliminates the need to obtain Samsung’s existing 
SmartThings Home Monitoring Kit.
http://smartthings.com
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Makeblock’s 
mBot
The new kid-friendly 
mBot from Makeblock 
is marketed as a 
Science, Technology and 
Mathematics (STEM) 
educational learning 
tool. The product is a 
full, all-in-one solution 
for kids—of all ages, of 
course—to enjoy the 
hands-on experience 
of programming, 
electronics and robotics. Working with a graphical programming 
interface called mBlock, which is inspired by Scratch 2.0, kids 
can learn programming, control the robot and realize multiple 
functions. Users can program the robot to light up, send it 
messages and move it around using open-source ecosystems like 
Raspberry Pi or Arduino. mBot can connect to a mobile device via 
Bluetooth so that users can control movements with an app. The 38 
parts can be assembled in around ten minutes, and color-labeled 
RJ25 ports ensure that wiring is convenient and maximum time can 
be spent on programming and creativity. Extensibility is infinite 
thanks to compatibility with the broader Makeblock platform 
as well as most LEGO bricks. Finally, two manuals and courses, 
both on-line and developed and maintained by teachers, enable 
maximum utilization of mBot for STEM education.
http://makeblock.cc/mbot
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Zappix Visual IVR
Zappix’s development of its Visual IVR 
customer service platform is informed by 
research showing that 77% of consumers 
report that valuing their time is the most 
important element of good service. Zappix 
is a highly intuitive self-help Visual IVR 
software suite platform for Android, 
iPhone, tablets and mobile Web that 
integrates voice and non-voice visual 
content with customer service channels—
for example, phone/voice, Web, mobile  
on-line forms and multimedia resources. 
An updated version of the platform now 

supports voice-enabled commands for integrating with the visual 
IVR prompts. The new voice capability, reports Zappix, enables a 
better and smoother Visual IVR experience. Users now can search for 
problems, solutions and even their channel of choice using speech and 
receive visual prompts on their smartphone. The new functionality 
is intended to empower companies to provide the best of both 
formats—that is, visual and voice commands—allowing organizations 
to process high call volumes effectively and reduce the frustration 
callers experience searching for an item in complex IVR systems.
http://www.zappix.com

Please send information about  
releases of Linux-related products  
to newproducts@linuxjournal.com  
or New Products c/o Linux Journal,  
PO Box 980985, Houston, TX 77098.  
Submissions are edited for length  
and content.
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Tiny initrd

A success story of how a PACS server  
ends up in a tiny initrd. 

EDUARDO ARCUSA LES
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T continue reading.

continue using initrd.

 
 

our work easier.

 RAM:

 Modern hardware, more RAM: new hardware supports a great 

 Easier crash recovery:

hardware problem, you just need to replace the broken hardware, 
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 Easier backups:
have a copy compared with a whole system in HDD.

 64-bit:

 Easier scaling:
in the BIOS, add an entry in the DHCP server and create a MAC entry in 

 Security:

or rootkit, just restart it and move on.

initrd as a Real Root Filesystem

is because they know that changes will disappear when restarting the 

making changes, unmounting, compressing and restarting the server to 
take the new changes.

basic initrd, you need to put only the libraries and binaries into it. But, 
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proxy server and restart the proxy service.

Figure 1. Here’s an example of a proxy server with initrd as a real root filesystem.  
1) Configure the proxy server BIOS to boot with PXE and configure the DHCP service  
to tell this server the IP of the TFTP server. 2) Configure the PXE service in the TFTP 
server to serve the kernel and initrd files to the proxy server. 3) The proxy server 
knows the IP of the TFTP server and asks it for the kernel and initrd files. 4) The proxy 
server boots and executes the /etc/rc script. This script mounts a directory of the  
TFTP server via SSHFS and copies the configuration files.
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Introduction to the PACS Server
At my workplace, we have many servers without HDDs that get 

it on as many servers as possible.

picture archiving and communication system. At my workplace, we use 

For medical and academic purposes, teachers and students can work 
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and allows us to list all the patients, their personal data and medical 
exams, and to view and create their diagnoses or treatments.

PACS Server to RAM

this article.
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and which ones in the HDD. Because initrd is a block device with a 

the initrd a symbolic link with ln  -s to the HDD:

root@pacs1  /dcm4chee/server/default]$  ls  -la  |  grep  tmp  

lrwxrwxrwx    1  root  root      38  Mar  13  17:27  tmp  ->  /HD/dcm4chee/tmp/

to create the directories again, or the symbolic link will be broken.

Table 1. The Specifications of Both an Old 32-Bit Server and the New 64-Bit PACS-Initrd Server

PACS-Master/PACS-HA PACS-Initrd

CentOS 5.2, 32 bits CentOS 5.2, 64 bits

4GB RAM (3.3 available) 16GB RAM

dcm4chee 2.14.2 dcm4chee 2.17.3

DICOM Worklist DICOM Worklist

Java 5 32 bits Java 6 64 bits

PCI Fiber PCI Fiber

Big disk array 10TB Big disk array 10TB
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Into the initrd and HDD

 

 
over time.

PACS-Initrd at Startup

 

[root@tftp-server  /]#  cat  /etc/dhcpd.conf  |  grep  -i  pacs1  -A  5  

host  pacs1  {  

                        hardware  ethernet  xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx;;  

                        fixed-address  10.0.0.12;;  

                        filename  "pxelinux.0";;  

                        next-server  10.0.0.1;;  

                      }

[root@tftp-server  /]#  cat  /tftpboot/pxelinux.cfg/pacs  

prompt  1    

timeout  5  

default  L  

label  L  

kernel  kernels/kernel-2.6-64-pacs  

append  rw  root=/dev/ram0  load_ramdisk=1  ramdisk_size=524288  

   initrd=initrd/fs-pacs.gz    

   ip=10.0.0.12:10.0.0.1:10.0.0.7:255.255.0.0:pacs1  

ipappend  1
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unmounts the directory:

echo  "Getting  config  files  via  SSHFS  ..."  

sshfs  user@10.0.0.1:/servers/  /mnt  

  

/bin/cp  -aL  /mnt/pacs/db  /  

/bin/cp  -aL  /mnt/pacs/etc/*  /etc/  

/bin/cp  -aL  /mnt/pacs/home/sysman/*  /home/sysman/  

/bin/cp  -aL  /mnt/pacs/root  /  

/bin/cp  -aL  /mnt/pacs/var/*  /var/  

/bin/umount  /mnt  

  

/etc/rc.local

Creating a High-Availability PACS Server

news is good news.

[root@tftp-server  /servers/pacs/etc]#  ls  -la  |  grep  keepalived  

-rw-rw-r--    1  root  root    552  Mar    7  11:24  keepalived-pacs1.conf  

-rw-rw-r--    1  root  root    551  Mar    7  11:24  keepalived-pacs2.conf
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[root@pacs1  /]$  cat  /etc/rc.local  

#!/bin/bash  

  

echo  -e  "\n---  rc.local  ------"  

  

echo  "Some  extra  configuration  ..."  

HOSTNAME=`/bin/hostname`  

  

echo  "Configurations  for  $HOSTNAME  ..."  

case  $HOSTNAME  in  

        "pacs1"  |  "pacs2")  

                mv  /home/sysman/host-$HOSTNAME.conf  /home/sysman/host.conf;;  

                rm  /home/sysman/host-*.conf;;  

                mv  /etc/postfix/main-$HOSTNAME.cf  /etc/postfix/main.cf;;  

                rm  /etc/postfix/main-*.cf;;  

                mv  /etc/keepalived-$HOSTNAME.conf  /etc/keepalived.conf;;  

                rm  /etc/keepalived-*.conf;;  

                ;;;;  

        *)  

                echo  "ERROR  in  HOSTNAME  ($HOSTNAME)  ...";;  

                exit  -1;;  

                ;;;;  

esac

Other Configurations
Security: chattr
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the ones needed by the servers to communicate with the PACS server.

Centralized Logs:

Backup: At night, our backup server backs up the database and the 

Internal Monitoring:

 

Figure 2. Viewing 
All the Services 
We’re Monitoring 
with SMART
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External Monitoring

also monitor the services with Nagios.

Conclusion

it wil l be easy to recover, because it stores only the database and 

down, we just have to replace it and add a new server in DHCP and 

Figure 3. The Zabbix Control Panel Monitoring the PACS Server with SNMP
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or rootkits wil l disappear. Mounting a second PACS server was easy, 

rc.local and a new entry in the DHCP service.
 

your servers.
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Introduction to

tmux
Learning tmux can be daunting with all of 
its options and hotkeys. Here’s what you 

need to get up to speed quickly.
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t
knowledge and a good cheatsheet.

and do work inside it. At any time, you can detach the session, only to 

to split your terminal window into multiple window panes and rearrange 

but with tmux, you then can split each window vertically or horizontally 

groupings—like in a tiling window manager.

A Little Background

my car repaired. My current job involves launching anywhere between 5 

instances and never got any actual work done.

ssh in and 
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ssh back in and reattach to 

move my entire development environment to the Raspberry Pi, and it 

Moving my whole setup to the Raspberry Pi was another big step in the 

gave in and tried tmux.

Getting Started with tmux

[0]  0:  bash*

[0] is the session name. Knowing the session name 

that "hostname"

the tmux status line.
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Attaching is the one area where screen has an edge on tmux. Screen has 

screen  -dRR

tmux always will create a new session, and tmux  
attach

create”. One way around this is alias  tm='tmux  attach  ||  tmux' 
Running tmux  attach will try to attach to your detached session and 

tmux  attach  ||  

tmux

Moving Around

that you now have something like [0]  0:  bash  1:  bash* 1 is now 

will move you back to window 0.
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cd  -

between two directories on the command line.

Splitting Windows into Multiple Panes

up through your terminal history with a scroll bar. But, you still can scroll 

Copy Mode

You can keep splitting your 
screen beyond that too. Each 
time, the current pane will be  
split in half leaving the rest of  
the panes as they were.
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variables, because it can change the bindings without you expressly 

Resizing and Rearranging
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layout presets:

columns underneath.

rows on the right.

in order to rearrange the panes directly in the style described above, 
respectively, without cycling through the others. For whatever reason, I 
was unable to get that to work, but your mileage may vary.

If you find that you have one pane 
you just can’t fit into your current 
window the way you like, there’s 
also an option to break it out.
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Conclusion

keys, customizing your status line, even broadcasting your keystrokes to 

should help get you started with the basics described in this article.

Charles Thomas is a Selenium tester, Python developer and open-source contributor.  
He can be found all over the Web, but cha.rlesthom.as is a good place to start.

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.
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Advanced Topic—SSH and tmux

There is one advanced topic worth mentioning, since it’s 
beyond the scope of the manual page and took some 
Internet sleuthing (Duck Duck Go and Stack Overflow)  
for me to figure out: ssh-ing directly to tmux. My primary 
use of tmux is on my remote development machine. I  
am sufficiently lazy that opening a new terminal window, 
ssh-ing to my dev box, then trying to figure out if I already 
have a tmux session going and either attaching to it or 
creating a new one is all just too much work. The alias 
I described above would take care of the “create new 
session” versus “attach to existing session” problem.  
But I can do one better: automatically create or re-attach 
when SSH connects.

There actually are several ways to approach this, each with 
pros and cons. The most obvious to me was to set tmux as 
my shell, using chsh or editing /etc/passwd. Any relatively 
up-to-date distribution and tmux version should Just Work. 
tmux does have a flag for running correctly as a shell in 
older versions (see the man page). The problem with this 
approach is that without a custom tmux config file, you are 
connected to a new session. Pressing Ctrl-b, s will show 
you a menu of sessions and allow you to use arrow keys and 
enter to select the old session you detached from, but then 
you have to deal with cleaning up your new session(s), which 
involves entering tmux commands after using Ctrl-b, : to 
access the tmux shell (again, see the man page).

You also could invoke tmux inside your .bashrc (or the 
equivalent in your shell of choice), but you have to add 
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checks to make sure you aren’t already in tmux, or you could 
end up in a loop. Your shell launches tmux, which launches 
a shell, which runs your .bashrc again launching another 
tmux, and so on. This option seemed sufficiently dangerous 
to me that I didn’t even try it, although I was able to find 
information about other people doing it.

In the end, the option I chose was to edit my SSH 
authorized_keys file. This is probably considered a bit of a 
hack. The authorized_keys file has an option for restricting 
access to certain commands by adding command=... 
before the start of the key. I think this is how GitHub allows 
SSH access for git but not shell access, for example.

This has a downside as well. Because it’s a restriction, if you 
have more than one SSH key in the authorized_keys, and 
you’re coming from a machine with more than one of those 
keys, SSH is going to use the one that is the least restricted.

In my case, I generated a new key to connect from my work 
laptop to my Raspberry Pi dev box. I left the original key 
in place on the Raspberry Pi and added the new one with 
command="tmux  attach  ||  tmux" prepended. When I 
tried to ssh in, even when I specified the identity file that 
was restricted, SSH would use the original, unrestricted key 
(without command=, etc., in it), and I would get a normal 
shell, not a tmux session. I resolved this by removing all 
other authorized keys from the machine. I suppose I also 
could have added a different user with only that new and 
restricted authorized key or removed the other private key 
from my work laptop, but removing the other key seemed 
like the easiest solution at the time.
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tmux Cheatsheet

Starting, Attaching and Detaching:

 tmux — start a new tmux session.

 tmux  attach — attach to an existing session.

 tmux  attach  -t  mysession — attach to a session  
named mysession.

 tmux  attach  ||  tmux  

 

 

 

 

 

Adding and Navigating Windows:
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Adding and Navigating Panes:

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Resizing and Rearranging Panes:

  

  

 

 

  

and tiled.
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carry them. On a Linux Journal

 
 

A decade into that century, with Linux more 
meaningful than ever to our whole networked 
civilization, I find myself wondering how 
long the world it maintains will last, and if 
the world would be lucky to still have Linux, 
doing what it has always done, and much 
more—or if the world has come to depend on 
other ways of computing.
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Linux Journal. Ian also would contribute to 
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